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Frotn the Editor
AS PROMISED in our last issue, some
items dealing with the Croatian Symposium which were held over, now appear in this issue. In addition, we have
a long article by Stuart Jackson on the
Mappa Mundi. Despite its length, we
feel that this should be printed in its entirety, because the subject matter is of
great irn portance, not only to rna p
lovers and collectors, but to anyone
who cares about this country's heritage.
As a result, we have had to hold over
several items. They will, of course, appear in our next issue. This does not
mean that the stockpile of editorial matter is growing larger. It is not! Ideally,

we should have such a stockpile, and
that means that we are continually
awaiting new typescripts from the
membership of the Society.
We always welcome letters to the Editor. Let us have your opinions about the
World Map at Hereford. Obviously,
members of IMCoS have a vested interest in keeping this fine old treasure in
Britain, but wanting to keep it is not
enough. This, and similar cartographic
treasures must remain in their horneland, and we look forward with interest
to reading the views of IMCoS members.
GEORGE BEAL
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